Structural organization of chromatin in nucleolar organizer regions of nucleoli with a nucleolonema-like and compact ribonucleoprotein distribution.
We have studied the relationship between the structural organization of intranucleolar chromatin and fibrillar nucleolar structures, fibrillar centers, and RNP fibrillar component, which are the interphase counterpart of metaphase nucleolar organizer regions (NORs), in regenerating rat hepatocytes and in a human tumor cell line (TG cells). These two cell types were characterized by a nucleolonema-like and compact nucleolar RNP distribution, respectively. We found that, in sections selectively stained for DNA, the intranucleolar chromatin composed of extended, nonnucleosomal DNA filaments formed roundish agglomerates with a spatial distribution which was superimposable on that of the fibrillar centers and the RNP fibrillar component around them and on sites of the silver reaction in samples selectively stained for Ag-NOR proteins. The agglomerates of extended nonnucleosomal DNA filaments were small and numerous in regenerating hepatocyte nucleoli, in which the RNP components had a nucleolonema-like distribution, whereas they were large and few in TG cell nucleoli, in which the RNP components showed a compact organization. Since the pattern of ribosomal RNA synthesis and processing was similar in the two cell types, a model was proposed in which the difference in size and shape of the agglomerates of extended DNA might be responsible for the different structural organization of the RNP components.